
Two is too much. . . in the phonology!

Main Claim: The typology of multiple reduplication follows under a purely phonological
account of reduplication based on the affixation of empty prosodic nodes. The ‘superset
effect of the survivor’ found in some multiple reduplication patterns is difficult to account
for under alternative morphological accounts of reduplication.
Data: Multiple reduplication is the coocurrence of at least two different reduplicative
morphemes in a word. In Thompson (Haeberlin, 1918; Thompson and Thompson, 1992),
for example, both the diminutive (/sí-sil/ ‘a little piece of calico’) and the distributive (/sil-
síl/ ‘patches of calico’) are marked via reduplication. In the form /sil-sí-sil/ ‘small patches
of calico’, both appear together and – as expected – two reduplicants surface. However,
there are also languages were only a single reduplicant surfaces in such contexts with two
reduplicative morphemes (e.g. Nuuchahnulth: /RED-naPa/ > /na-naPa/ ‘to understand’;
/RED-RED-naPa-k’uk-PiS/ > /na-naPa-k’uk-PiS/, /*na-na-naPa-k’uk-PiS/ ‘s/he seems to be
knowledgeable’; Kim (2003)). Avoidance of multiple reduplication is especially interest-
ing since the expected reduplicants are not always phonologically identical. Especially in
many Southern Wakashan languages, a ‘superset effect of the survivor’ can be observed in
such contexts: The one surfacing reduplicant has the maximal shape that combines the
prosodic requirements of both reduplicative morphemes (Stonham, 2004).
A phonological account: In prosodic affixation accounts to reduplication, morphemes
that trigger reduplication consist of empty prosodic nodes like moras or syllables
(Marantz, 1982; Pulleyblank, 2009; Saba Kirchner, 2010, 2013a,b; Bye and Svenonius,
2012). Reduplication then takes place to fill these otherwise segment-less prosodic af-
fixes; standardly modeled as phonological fission where underlying elements are split up
into multiple output copies (McCarthy and Prince, 1995, 1999; Spaelti, 1997). Under this
account, the avoidance of multiple reduplication is triggered by the preference to keep
the number of fissioned elements to a minimum (Saba Kirchner, 2010). Multiple prosodic
affix-nodes that are present in a multiple reduplication context can then either undergo
coalescence if they are on the same prosodic tier (1-a) or prosodic integration if they are
on different prosodic tiers (1-b). This phonological account straightforwardly predicts
the superset effect of the survivor: no prosodic requirement can be lost; only identical
prosodic requirements can be subsumed. That the repairs of coalescence and prosodic
integration are only possible between affixed prosodic nodes and not between the base
and an affixed prosodic node (=resulting in avoidance of any reduplication) follows from a
stratal architecture (Kiparsky, 2011; Trommer, 2011; Bermúdez-Otero, in preparation):
The base is prosodified prior to concatenation of the empty affix nodes and this previously
built prosody can not be modified by coalescence or prosodic integration.
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Alternatives: Accounts relying on morpheme-specific constraints or rankings (morpho-
logical doubling (Inkelas and Zoll, 2005; Inkelas, 2008) or BR-correspondence (McCarthy
and Prince, 1995)) are not only problematic for the modularity of grammar (Bermúdez-
Otero, 2012), they are also empirically inadequate for the typology of multiple redupli-
cation. The avoidance of multiple reduplicants follows from constraints like *REDRED

explicitly referring to the exponence type of morphemes (Stonham, 2004, 2007) and the
‘superset effect of the survivor’ is impossible under any of these morphological accounts.
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